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Aviation Maintenance Project Update
The Stevenson Family

“Ask”
by Rebecca

“You do not have  
because you do not ask.”  

—James 4:2.

Success starts with showing up; victory begins 
with owning it. When we work with all the tools 
God has given, His goodness assures us that we will 
accomplish that work through His provision. We 
are asked to act in faith, be patient in the Lord,  ask, 
and He will reveal it in His.

God has given us many things at AWA. We are 
blessed to do His will! One of the more precious 
tools we have is our aircraft. We can’t fly and save 
lives, serve, and make a difference unless they 
are in proper working order. 

God has called and provided Kyle to help 
maintain His fleet at HQ. However, he is just 
one man. God is accomplishing amazing things 
through Kyle, who, with the right parts, has 
done fantastic work keeping God’s fleet up and 
running. 



AWA’s flagship, the Piper Comanche, or as we all 
know her, the Toku-Hana, needs some thorough 
attention. We use her for our Angelwing flights, 
one of which is coming up shortly. Do you 
remember Melanie? She will need aid in getting 
to an appointment post-cancer and continues 
to need our services. The Toku-Hana is the best 
travel solution for her. This is our dilemma.

One of the upgrades Kevin is adding to the 
Toku-Hana is a GPS unit. What sits in the panel 
is outdated and will be replaced with a newer unit 
that complies with IFR (Instrument Flight Rules). 

The airplane also needs a CDI (course deviation 
indicator) to allow the GPS to provide critical IFR 
flight information to the pilot. Finally, there is a 
need to do a complete rewiring of the electrical 
system. This is no small task.

This effort takes time and financial support to 
see it through. We have the parts; the only catch is 
they are not all in our possession…yet. The funds 
needed are in the wallets of faithful stewards who 
can financially bless God’s ministry here at AWA. 
So, friends, we are asking you now to open those 
wallets for such a time as this! Thank you for your 
support and all that you will contribute to this 
project!

Prayer Request
Prayerfully consider a financial contribution 

for the Toku-Hana that we can continue to serve 
as we are called.

Thank you for your support and prayers! 

Until next month!

The Stevenson Family
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